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PREMIUM
SPRUCE SLS - C24
The TOP quality produced by
Solomenskiy sawmill. This SLS product
(C24) is produced from very straight logs
with narrow year rings and small mainly
fresh knots.

BASIC
SPRUCE SLS - C24
This quality is especially suitable for
construction purposes (C24) where the
visual properties are less important.

JansenTimber
Modern sawmill
situated at historic site
The Solomenskiy sawmill, established in
1874, is situated in the middle of the vast
forest areas in the Northwestern part of
Russia. In 2010, the whole sawmill was
modernized and equipped with a ‘State
of the Art’ Linck saw line and a Ledinek
high speed further-processing line.
The Solomenskiy sawmill employs 350
skilled personnel and is working with
a three shift production system. The
sawmill produces annually 250.000 m3 of
sawn and planed timber, consisting of 70%
Spruce and 30% Pine timber. The sawmill
is FSC® certified and works according to
the sustainable principles as outlined by
FSC® International.

Oleg Yakimov, Director Solomenskiy Sawmill
Robert Jansen and Robert Jansen Jr.

Special attention is given to the packaging
of the timber, resulting in well-conditioned
deliveries to the customers.
Long experience with business in Russia
Jansen Timber was established in 1980
and has a long lasting experience with
the import of Russian forest products.
The cooperation with Russian forest
companies started about 25 years ago and
has resulted in a wide business network in
Russia.

Standard sizes for sawn timber and Basic and Premium SLS
Sizes in mm, spruce timber									

SF Rough*
45 x 148
47 x 198
47 x 148
47 x 123
47 x 98
		

SLS Planed*
38 x 89
38 x 120
38 x 140
38 x 170
38 x 184
38 x 235

SLS Planed*
35 x 90
35 x 70
45 x 90
45 x 70

Sideboards*
22 x 100 SF/VI
19 x 75 SF/VI

Main lengths: 4500/4800/5100/5400/5700/6000 mm. Other sizes available upon request.
*Produced according to quality requirements, GOST 26002-83 and GOST8486-86.
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Solomenskiy timberproducts are specially
graded for end uses in the timber industry
and are produced from high quality logs
harvested in the Karelian forests.
The slow growth of the trees result in a top
quality of spruce timber with fine grain and
few, mainly fresh knots.
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FSC® - Certification

The timber products produced by Solomenskiy sawmill
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are all FSC® certified according to the standards of

FSC® International. The Forest Stewardship Council

(FSC®) is an international organization supporting the

worldwide responsible and sustainable use of forests.
CE - European strength grading

The Solomenskiy wood products are available starting from the length 4500 mm until
6000 mm with the emphasis on 5400 and
6000 mm. The timber is basically free from
tension and is carefully kiln dried.
These straight timber products can be used
very economically, without much reject loss.
This improves the yield and productivity at
the end user.

All Spruce SLS construction timber, produced by
Solomenskiy sawmil is strength graded according
to EN14081. All SLS timber is compliant with the
strength grading classes C18 and C24. (According
to EN338). Solomenskiy CPR No. 2358-CPR-0123.
Please visit our website, to acquire more information
regarding certificates etc.

JansenTimber
Unique
Combination
Delivery Freedom

For information regarding
FSC® certificates, CE marking,
EUTR, ISPM-15, application
advice, technical data etc.
Please visit our website for
the latest updated information or contact us by phone
or email.
JANSEN TIMBER
Scharenburg 2

Jansen Timber has a permanent stock in Amsterdam of
6000 m3 timber in standard sizes. Deliveries from stock,
within the Benelux countries, can be arranged within
48 hours at very attractive prices. Exact deliveries of
both Sawn and Planed Timber are resulting in logistic
advantages for our customers who can therefore limit
their own stocks.

1046 BB Amsterdam

Whether the customer needs sawn and/or planed timber
in various sizes and lengths up to 6000 mm you can rely on
the fast and efficient deliveries directly from the stock in
Amsterdam. The stock in Amsterdam is replenished twice
per week. Of course Jansen Timber can advise how to use
the various sawn and planed timber sizes and qualities,
in order for you to reach the best possible yield in your
production. Our experts are always available to assist you
in making the right decisions.

This brochure was printed

P.O. Box 2726
1000 CS Amsterdam
Tel: +31-20-4949600
sales@jansenhoutimport.nl
www.jansenhoutimport.nl

on FSC® paper.
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